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Introduction

In the past, black start plans for the SPT system relied on starting a large coal-fired generation unit
from the pumped-storage scheme at Cruachan. Following the closure of large Scottish black startcapable power stations, Scotland is no longer able to recover more than a small portion of its
demand without external assistance. In the event of a black start, this means that an extensive
transmission “spine” has to be built during the restoration to connect Scotland to generation in
central England.
During system restoration, the network is initially very weak and there is a significant risk that a
disturbance or fault leads to the collapse of the newly-energised network. This paper proposes a
number of network enhancements to reduce this risk and enable system restoration within the
shortest possible time.
This paper should be read in conjunction with Annex 21 – Strategic Investment Plan for Load, which
explains the interaction of this scheme with others in the load related plan.

2

Background Information

Energising long lines and large transformers can cause very large transients and would significantly
disturb a weak network. This increases the risk of tripping all or part of the spine network, leading to
delays in achieving full network restoration.
To improve the capability to manage the challenges of re-building the network, a number of
solutions have been proposed [1]:
1. Reconfiguration of the network
a. Segregate large transformers from spine transmission circuits to minimise switching
disturbances
b. Utilise circuit breakers with pre-insertion resistors or controlled point-on-wave switching
to aid re-energisation of large plant from a weak system
c. Improve substation flexibility – move away from back-to-back mesh substation
arrangements and adopt double-busbar configurations
2. Ensure that plant is capable of delivering local system services that are critical during the
recovery
a. Provision of adequate voltage and frequency control
b. Provision of adequate system strength (inertia and fault infeed)
To meet these aims, this project proposes:
1. Separation of large transformers from spine circuits by installing circuit breakers and/or pointon-wave (POW) switching schemes.
2. Adding black start capability to the Phoenix hybrid synchronous compensator.
3. Carrying out further system studies and other pre-engineering work in advance of RIIO-T3.

3
3.1

Detailed Analysis
Transformer Unbanking

Very high inrush currents associated with transformer energisation are known to cause significant
disturbances. The magnitude of the disturbance depends on the rating of the transformer, the point
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on wave where each breaker pole closes and the system fault level (i.e. system strength). Therefore,
connecting transformers to a growing spine network poses a significant risk to the stability of the
newly restored network, potentially tripping parts (or all) of this network, leading to delayed
restoration and connection of customers.
This risk can be mitigated by:
1. Controlling the point on wave when breaker poles are closed to reduce the switching transient.
2. Un-banking transformers so that an overhead line with one or more transformers connected to
it is not energised by closing a single breaker. Instead, the line and each transformer should be
energised separately and in turn to minimise the disturbance. Transformers that are not
required can remain switched out.
We have identified 30 transformers on 16 sites that require works to un-bank them and install pointon-wave switching equipment to mitigate switching transients as shown in the table in Appendix A.
A further 12 transformers on 9 sites have been identified for work to be carried out during RIIO-T3
and these are shown in Appendix B. Priority was given to transformers that are likely to be required
during the early stages of system restoration. These transformers fall into three categories:
1. A circuit breaker exists and only a point-on-wave scheme is required
2. A circuit breaker exists, but is not suitable for the retrofitting of a point-on-wave scheme1. In
this case, a new circuit breaker is also required.
3. No circuit breaker exists. A new circuit breaker and a point-on-wave scheme are required.
Where possible, disconnector circuit breakers (DCBs) will be used instead of circuit breakers and
isolators to reduce costs and footprint. Delivery dates were selected to coordinate with other works
being carried out at each site as far as possible.
3.2

Phoenix Black Start Capability

The Phoenix hybrid synchronous compensator at Neilston is a NIC-funded project and once
commissioned, will not be black start-capable as its auxiliary systems are fed from a remote supply
to reduce project costs and risks. However, the Phoenix installation could provide valuable system
support during a black start and an upgrade to provide this capability is proposed at a cost of £0.7m.
Note that the synchronous compensators proposed elsewhere in our business plan2 will be specified
to be fully black start capable. This equipment will be delivered under an uncertainty mechanism
and is subject to the outcome of the ESO’s Stability Pathfinder project3. Synchronous compensators,
or equipment with equivalent performance, are an important part of our black start strategy as they
provide system strength and flexibility during the process and will ensure reduced restoration times.
3.3

Black Start Studies

On critical restoration paths, live system testing should ideally be used to test each restoration step.
However, this may be impractical and costly or take a long time to arrange and carry out due to
system constraints. Such testing would expose issues associated with transformer energisation,

1

Some manufacturers do not support retro-fitting of older circuit breakers with POW. Although it would be possible to fit a
POW relay to older breakers with separate mechanisms for each phase, past experience indicates poor performance due to
timing unreliability of the breaker mechanism. This is also likely to lead to additional maintenance requirements or extended
maintenance duration to recommission the POW scheme.
2
Project SPT200137-142 (Synchronous Compensators)
3
See https://www.nationalgrideso.com/publications/network-options-assessment-noa/network-development-roadmap
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such as the tripping of Cruachan units on overvoltage protection that was discovered as part of live
black-start testing exercises in the past.
However, it is recommended that electromagnetic transient studies are carried out in the first
instance to identify, understand and quantify the risks that could be encountered during a system
restoration. The results of these studies can then be used to assess the need for live testing and
propose further mitigation measures if these are required.
The proposed studies require specialist knowledge and experience and are complicated to set up
and run. The estimated cost to carry them out is £XXXX and form part of this project expenditure.
3.4

Cost Benefit Analysis

A cost benefit analysis has not been carried out for this project. No viable alternatives have been
identified. Works have been aligned with other projects where possible to minimise costs.
3.5

Interaction with Other Projects

The proposed works overlap with non-load work at a number of sites. To avoid duplication of costs,
these works have been coordinated as outlined in Table 1.
Table 1. Overlap with non-load projects.
Site and
Equipment
Windyhill
SGT4

Non-load Works
and Project No.
Replace
disconnector
X503
SPNLT2033

Black Start
Works

Coordinating Action Taken

Install
400kV Scope of works linked to X503 removed
circuit breaker from non-load budget. Cost of new 400kV
with POW
DCB along with line earth switch and
transformer earth switch included in load
Black Start plan.

Windyhill
SGT2

New 275kV GIS

Neilston
SGT1

Retain and reuse New 275kV DCB Cost of new DCB is included in black start
H33
with POW
project. Non-load project scope updated.

SPNLT2033

New
275kV Cost of POW switching relay included in
circuit breaker Windyhill 275kV GIS cost. Cost of 275kV
with POW
breaker removed from black start project.

SPNLT2065
Glenniston
GT2

Replace
disconnector
SPNLT2040

Glenniston
GT1

Replace
diconnector
SPNLT2040

Strathaven
SGT3

New
132kV Cost of new circuit breaker in black start
circuit breaker project. Non-load project scope and cost
with POW
updated. Align timescales.
New
132kV Cost of new circuit breaker in black start
circuit breaker project. Non-load project scope and cost
with POW
updated. Align timescales.

Refurbish existing New 400kV CB Refurbishment scope removed from nonGEC X500 circuit with POW
load business plan. Cost of new 400kV CB
with POW is included in black start cost.
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Timescales to be aligned with remaining
non-load
refurbishment
works
at
Strathaven.

Conclusion

Several activities and works are proposed to reduce network switching risks during system
restoration. It is recommended that this work is carried out during RIIO-T2 and RIIO-T3 to ensure
that system restoration can be achieved in the minimum agreed timescales [1].

5

Future Pathways – Net Zero

Primary Economic Driver

The primary driver for this investment is to reduce system restoration time in the event of a black
start. The solution mitigates issues arising from network changes and the closure of large
synchronous generation plant.
Payback Periods

This solution is required to reduce switching risks in the event of a black start and therefore a
payback period has not been considered.
Pathways and End Points

This solution is justified in all Future Energy Scenarios.
Asset Stranding Risks

We do not consider there to be a risk of asset stranding.
Sensitivity to Carbon Prices

This scheme is not sensitive to carbon price changes.
Future Asset Utilisation

A black start is an unlikely event, but has a very high impact. Therefore, utilisation is expected to be
very low. Note that the proposed assets will also reduce switching transients during normal system
operation and therefore any associated impact on equipment and Users [1].
Whole Systems Benefits

This project forms part of a restoration strategy for a system with very high levels of renewable
generation, thus contributing directly towards the achievement of Net Zero.

6

Supporting Documentation

1. Review of Options to Improve Demand Restoration Capability in Scotland, Report by SP
Transmission, SHE Transmission and National Grid ESO for the Scottish Energy Advisory Board,
November 2018.
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Appendix A – Proposed Un-banking Works for RIIO-T2

Site and Equipment

Voltage
(kV)
275/33
275/33
400/275
400/275
275/132
275/132
400/275
400/132
400/132
275/33
400/132
132/33
132/33
275
275/33
400/275
400/275
275/132
275/132
400/275
275/132
400/275
400/132
400/275
400/275
400/275
275/132
400/275
400/275
400/275

Busby/Giffnock SGT1
Busby/Giffnock SGT2
Cockenzie SGT3
Cockenzie SGT4
Currie SGT1
Currie SGT3
Denny SGT1
Devol Moor SGT1
Devol Moor SGT2
East Kilbride South SGT1
Eccles SGT1
Glenniston GT1
Glenniston GT2/ Redhouse GT1
Kaimes
Kaimes SGT1
Kilmarnock South new SGT6
Kilmarnock South SGT1&2
Mossmorran SGT1
Mossmorran SGT2
Neilston new SGT4
Neilston SGT1
Neilston SGT3A
Neilston SGT3B
Smeaton SGT2
Strathaven SGT3
Strathaven SGT4
Windyhill SGT2
Windyhill SGT4
Wishaw SGT8
Wishaw SGT9
DCB = Disconnector Circuit Breaker
POW = Point On Wave switching relay

Rating
(MVA)
120
120
1000
1000
240
240
1000
240
240
120
240
90
90
160/120
120
1000
1000
240
240
1000
240
1000
360
1000
1000
1000
240
1000
1000
1000

Delivery
Year
2026
2026
2022
2022
2022
2022
2026
2021
2021
2025
2022
2022
2022
2026
2026
2024
2024
2024
2024
2023
2024
2023
2023
2025
2023
2023
2025
2025
2024
2024

Works required
275kV DCB & POW
POW+Breaker 275kV
400kV DCB & POW
400kV DCB & POW
275kV DCB & POW
275kV DCB & POW
POW
POW
POW
275kV DCB & POW
POW+Breaker 400kV
POW+Breaker 132kV
POW+Breaker 132kV
POW
275kV DCB & POW
POW
400kV DCB & POW
275kV DCB & POW
275kV DCB & POW
POW+Breaker 275kV
275kV DCB & POW
275kV DCB & POW
POW
400kV DCB & POW
POW+Breaker 400kV
POW+Breaker 400kV
POW
400kV DCB & POW
POW
POW
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Appendix B – Proposed Un-banking Works for RIIO-T3

Site and Equipment

Voltage
(kV)
275/132
275/132
275
275/132
275/132
275/132
275/33
275/33
275/33
275/33
275/33
275

Coylton SGT1
Coylton SGT2
Currie
Currie SGT2
Dalmarnock SGT1or2
Denny SGT3
East Kilbride SGT1
Easterhouse SGT1
Glenrothes SGT1
Glenrothes SGT2
Kaimes SGT2
Smeaton
DCB = Disconnector Circuit Breaker
POW = Point On Wave switching relay

Rating
(MVA)
120(240)
120(240)
180
240
240
240
120
120
120
120
120
120/120

Delivery
Year

Works Required
275kV DCB & POW
POW
275kV DCB & POW
POW+Breaker 275kV
275kV DCB & POW
275kV DCB & POW
275kV DCB & POW
275kV DCB & POW
275kV DCB & POW
275kV DCB & POW
POW
POW+Breaker 275kV
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